Abstract. The vacuum line element inside an infinitely long rotating hollow cylinder is the usual flat space line element. It is fitted in a most general way to the general cylindrical vacuum field outside at the singular hypersurface R o = const, representing the infinitely thin hollow cylinder. With the use of the jump conditions at R o = eonst the surface densities ~, of which the energy-momentum-stress tensor T~, of the shell consists, are calculated. The physical properties of the cylinder, as derived from the eigenvalues and -vectors of z~, and the generated gravitational field are discussed in full detail. The energy-momentum-stress tensor T~ has the surface-density structure T; = z; a(x 1 -a).
i . Introduction
Recently we have shown [ t ] (in the following cited as I), that the general stationary cylindrical v a c u u m field, found by Davies and Caplan [2] is static, whereafter, it is identical with Levi-Civitas general static solution [3] . Hence any stationary (rotating) cylindrical matter distributions generate a static cylindrical v a c u u m field. As far as we know the only rigorously treated example for this class of matter distributions is the rotating cylinder of Van Stockum [4] , consisting of incoherent matter.
In this paper we present the general solution for the uniformly rotating infinitely thin hollow cylinder. The general-relativistic procedure of constructing the gravitational field of such surface distributions has been given by Lanczos The energy-momentum-stress tensor T~ has the surface-density structure T; = z; a(x 1 -a).
( 1.2) According to the definition of the &function Einstein's field equations of gravitation R.,, = -( T.,, -~1 Tgu~ ) (1.3)
Greek indices run from 1-4, latin indices (except i, k) from t-3.
E. Frehland:
In order to apply this method to the rotating hollow cylinder, we shall proceed as follows: Firstly, we join continuously the vacuum solutions inside and outside the shell in the most general way. In I we have shown that, if the interior field is free of singularities, the spacetime inside the cylinder is (at least locally) flat, distinguishing three topologically different cases. Here we shall restrict ourselves to the case of the simply connected spacetime inside. Secondly, we calculate the surface densities ~ and determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of'c~, which describe invariantly the physical properties of the shell.
The results are discussed in Chapter 3. We find particularly that the sum of the eigenvalues of z~ vanishes necessarily, i.e. q:; is tracefree. This implies the nonexistence of a rotating hollow cylinder consisting of incoherent matter• Finally we investigate the gravitational effects caused by the rotation of the cylinder. Gravitational effects of rotating bodies were first regarded by Thirring [8~ in 1918. Since that time many other contributions about this subject have been published, out of which we cite only a few [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However in all these papers approximation methods are used. In contrast to this we discuss in the following the infinitely long rotating hollow cylinder rigorously. Certainly this example is far away from being physical, but it is interesting under the aspect of the Thirring effect, which is coming out particulary clear.
The Fitting Procedure
The general cylindrical line element satisfying the vacuum field equations is according to I, (3•2)
The condition of finiteness of the eigenvalues of the Riemann tensor at R = 0 causes for the field inside the cylinder the restriction on the cases A = _+ 1, A = _+ oo ; hence (2.1) results in:
A= +1: ds 2= -(dRZ+R2d62+dZ2)+d~ 72, 
